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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Scene 1
(enter Announcers, stage right.)
All Farm Girls: Welcome to the Nibley Children’s Theatre!
Florence: We are so glad to have you with us this evening.
Ellis: We ask that you silence all electronic devices and use proper theatre etiquette during our show..
Isabel: What’s proper theatre etiquette?
Oakley: Well, like, waiting for a scene to end before running to the restroom or going to get a drink of water.
Kinsley: Also helping others to enjoy the show by taking crying children to the side or back until they are calm.
Maize : You know, just showing basic respect for the cast members and those watching.
Iola:. There are hundreds of parents, friends and family members who volunteered countless hours to each
production.
Jewell: And we want you all to be able to enjoy the hard work they have done.
Leona: We are excited to announce that this is the 36th anniversary of the Nibley Children’s Theatre!
Abilene: That’s right! 36 years ago several children under the direction of Jessie Daetwyller performed The
Selfish Giant right here in this park.
Cimarron: Since then the theatre has grown in numbers – This year we have our largest cast to date, with 216
children.
Delia: And thanks to Nibley City, we even have this beautiful stage to perform on.
Madison: And speaking of Thanks… we would like to give a huge thank you to our sponsors.
Natoma: Rocky Mountain Power and the Utah Department of Arts and Museums
Leona: The National Endownment for the Arts and Cache County RAPZ Tax.
Harper:, Also Knight Storage and the City of Nibley for their generous sponsorship and funding of our theatre.
Galena: You know, we are now, the longest running City sponsored Children’s Theatre in the state of Utah!
Maize: That’s quite an accomplishment!
Isabel:: Yes it is! Over the years this show has had quite an impact on our town.
Jewell: I wonder how many members of the audience have been in past Nibley Theatre productions.
Cimarron: Would all past cast members here in the audience please stand up!
Galena: Wow! Thank you for continuing to support this show.
Harper: Many of our past cast members have continued on with their love for the arts
Abilene: Becoming actors, theater teachers, and show directors and great proponents for the arts in their own
towns.
Ellis: As we mentioned before, there are many many people who have helped put this show together.
Oakley: Would all the volunteers for Nibley Childrens Theatre please stand up!
Florence : That’s amazing! (CLAP) You can sit down now.
Kinsley: I love living in a town that truly supports each other like this.
Iola: With all of the participation over these years, we have climbed beanstalks, made pirates sing….
Delia : ….travelled through wonderlands, pulled a sword from a stone and discovered many, many “happilyever afters”.
Madison : And this year we are so excited to travel down a yellow brick road through a land of adventure and
song with you.
Natoma : Ladies and Gentleman, please sit back and enjoy our original production of The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz!
(announcers sing “My Kansas Home”)
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Scene 2
(Farmhouse front, fence posts in front of a black backdrop. Enter Uncle Henry through farmhouse door with
pitchfork)
Uncle Henry: Whew! Sure is a scorcher out here today! Better get a move on those chores…(turns to see the
audience) Well hello there! Welcome to Gale Farm! I am known around here as “Uncle Henry” and I would
sure be glad to show you around. Now if you just follow me over yonder I’ve got the most lovely field of corn
growin, and if you’re real good, why I might even show you my new crop of rutabagas!
(enter Aunty Em with bowl and spoon)
Aunty Em: Oh Henry! Stop trying to highjack my tour group! I’m sorry folks, for any confusion…unless you
really want to see the rutabagas?
Uncle Henry: I think they’re gonna take 1st prize at the fair this year! No takers? Well, maybe some other time.
Why don’t ya sit and make yourselves comfy, we really do have great tale to tell you, today.
Aunty Em: It is quite an amazing story, and it all started right here, on Gale Farm. Our niece, Dorothy, (enter
Dorothy with basket with Toto) was living with us and like many young’uns do, she was getting restless about
being stuck on the farm all the time. (Em and Henry drift slowly back into the house as Dorothy begins her
song)
Dorothy sings
“Adventure is Waiting for Me”
Ev - 'ry day Is al - ways the same
Chores and work Lit-tle time to play.
And want more
There's more to life than milk - ing cows; more than chick - en feed.
But I can feel the winds of change Ad - ven-ture waits for me!
I want to climb tall moun -tains! I want to breathe so deep!
I want to live my life like ad - ven-ture is wait-ing for me! North or south? East or west?
Which way will we go? Meet new friends! See the world!
In my heart I know! I want to climb tall.
moun -tains! I want to breathe so deep! I want to live my life like adven ture is wait ing for - - me!

Dorothy: Oh Toto, I know something amazing is going to happen to us! I can feel it in the air!
(Toto barks, sniffs the air, whines and starts pulling at Dorothy’s clothes)
Dorothy: What is it boy? (she looks around) Oh my goodness, a twister is coming! We’ve got to hurry home!
Come on boy! (they run offstage)
(Aunty Em and Uncle Henry come running on, pretending to fight fierce wind)
Aunty Em: Dorothy! Dorothy! Where are you?!!!
Uncle Henry: Dorothy’s a smart girl, she knows to get to the storm cellar. Come on Em, we’ve got to get to
safety before that cyclone hits! (He pulls Em off stage)
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Scene 3
(Dorothy runs on as the twister music starts, she sees the circling cyclone come on stage)
Dorothy: Oh my goodness! (she runs toward the house door) Uncle Henry! Auntyie Em! (she disappears
inside)
Cyclone song and dance
We hear that you’re looking for a change
Weather patterns looking kind of strange!
Be Prepared! We promise you’ll get scared!
Cyclones only spin a certain way!
We can’t promise that we won’t do harm!
There’s no category for this storm!
Lock your door! Get under the floor!
Don’t come out until all of this ends!
(The house gets blown back and forth and ends upper stage right, black curtains have been pulled down to
reveal the color-filled OZ, Munchkins enter and hide on and behind boxes).

Scene 4
(Dorothy enters through the house holding a hand to her head)
Dorothy: Oh my poor head! I’ve never been caught up in a twister like that before! Toto! Toto! Come out, its
safe now! (Toto comes cautiously outside, Dorothy kneels and pets him) Were you scared by that big, loud
cyclone? Poor puppy. Let’s go find Aunty Em and Uncle Henry and…..(she starts peering around) Oh no. WhWh-Where’s Gale Farm? (Toto barks)
You’re right Toto, I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore!
(Toto barks at the approaching Gayelette and her attendants entering with bubbles and pretty music)
Gaylette Entrance
Ahh Ahh From the northern world, from the crimson land: we com mend you for freeing our dear friends! We
are grateful for who you are, what you've done and we wish you nothing but the best!
Gaylette: I'm Gaylette the Good Witch from the North land I thank you, child! You shall be blessed!
Attendants (at the same time as Gaylette): From the northern world, from the crimson land: we commend you
for freeing our dear friends! We are grateful for who you are, what you've done and we wish you no-thing but
the best! Gaylette!
Gayelette: You are welcome, most noble Sorceress, to the land of the Munchkins. We are so grateful to you for
having killed the Wicked Witch of the East, and for setting our people free from bondage.
Dorothy: Sorceress? Oh no, you must be mistaken, I’m not a sorceress! I’m Dorothy Gale, of Kansas. And I
didn’t mean to kill anyone!
Gayelette: But you are wearing white! Everyone knows that a good sorceress wears white and wicked witches
wear black!
Dorothy: Then you must be a, a, a…
Gayelette: A sorceress?! Yes, I am Gayelette, the Good Witch or Sorceress, of the North, and these are my
attendants. For many years I have longed to set the dear Munchkins free from the Wicked Witch of the East,
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but alas, my powers were not strong enough!
Lilac: The poor Munchkins have been the Witch’s slaves; toiling night and day without rest, to do her evil
bidding. (Crying)
Violet:(patting Lavender on the hand) We mustn’t cry about the Munchkins dear. They will be free now.
Lavender: Yes now that you have dropped this house on her and squashed the Wicked Witch with your
powerful magic!
(she gestures towards the house, where we see 2 legs sticking out)
Dorothy: Oh dear, what can we do for her?
Gayelette: Nothing. She is gone now. (the legs shrivel and disappear leaving the red shoes) You see, the poor
wicked thing had nothing good left in her and has shriveled to dust.
Periwinkle: Of course by right of defeat these ruby slippers are now yours.
Gaylette: Please fetch the slippers. (to Amethyst)
Amethyst: (get the slippers) They have a powerful charm on them.
Violet: But we don’t know how it works.
Lilac: Oh no, we don’t know how it works. What shall we do?
Lavender: Don’t worry- Gaylette will have an answer.
Gayeltte: I do know they will help protect you while in our land of Oz, so you should wear them all the time and
never take them off.
Dorothy: (while putting on the shoes) Oz. What an unusual name.
Gayelette: It is an unusual place!
(burst of smoke and WW of the West appears stage right)
WofW: Gayelette!!! I should have known I would find you here! Where is my sister?! (she sees the house)
Curses! Who did this?! Who destroyed such lovely wickedness!
Dorothy: (bravely standing forward) I'm so sorry! I-I-I didn't mean to! The cyclone picked up my house and
whirled us around and dropped it right on top of her. It was an accident! Honest!
WofW: Who is this?! Another sorceress! You think you can just blow into Oz on a strong wind and take over
Munchkinland!
Dorothy: No, no! Really! I'm just a little girl, I meant no harm!
WofW: Well I do mean harm, my pretty! (she looks down and points) Those shoes! Where did you get them?!
They were my sister's! Give them to me!
Gayelette: (stepping forward with a protective arm on Dorothy) You know the rules. Those slippers are
Dorothy's now. And there they will stay!
WofW: Dorothy, is it. Well, Dorothy, those shoes are only yours while you yet live!
Gayelette: You have no power here in the East now that your evil sister is defeated! Be gone foul witch!
(WofW makes a snarling sound and runs off)
Dorothy: I'm not sure if I like this land of Oz! I should like to go home to Kansas now.
Gaylette: I'm afraid only the Great and Powerful Wizard of Oz can help you. He lives in the Emerald City. (to
the Attendants) Bring out the map! (they fetch and unfurl a huge Map of Oz)
You see, Dorothy, Oz has 4 different parts surrounded entirely by the Deadly Desert. We are here in the blue
East in Munchkinland. I rule the red North, where the Gilkins live. That horrible creature I sent away is the
Wicked Witch of the West. She rules the yellow land of the Winkies. And of course there is also the land of the
Quadlings in the purple South, ruled by Glinda- a very powerful Good Witch. Here in the center where all our
lands connect is the glorious Emerald City- ruled by the Wonderful Wizard of Oz! There is where you must go.
Dorothy: How do I get there?
Gaylette: Don't worry! The Munchkins know the way!
Dorothy: (turning towards the attendants) And you are the Munchkins?
Amethyst: Oh my dear, no. We are some of the Gilkins from the North.
Periwinkle These are the Munchkins! (waves her hand towards the hiding Munchkins)
Gaylette: Come out, my dears! The Good Witch Dorothy has set you free!
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Munchkins enter and cheer: Hurray!
(Gaylette and Co exit during the song and go to the top of the stairs to roll out the yellow brick road)
Munchkin song and dance
A thousand blessings on your head, Good Witch, Dorothy
The Wicked Old Witch is Dead Dead Dead , you have set us free!
Yes we all agreeeee! No more misery!
The Wicked old Witch is Dead Dead Dead, you have set us free!
Dorothy:
You are all so sweet and kind, can you show me the way to the Emerald City?
Munchkins sing:
To get to where you want to go, Good Witch, Dorothy
You must follow the yellow brick road, find the Emerald City
Yes we all agreeeee! Start there by that tree!
You must follow the yellow brick road, find the Emerald City!
Dorothy sings: (she and Toto dance up the road):
To get to where I want to go, home to my family
I must follow the yellow brick road, find the Emerald City.
All together: Yes we all agreeeee! Start there by that tree
You (I) must follow the yellow brick road, find the Emerald City!!!
(Munchkins exit yelling good luck, you can do it, thank you Dorothy! House goes off. Dorothy and Toto stay on
the road, Scarecrow enters stage left)
Scene 5
(Uncle Henry and Aunty Em enters down stage right)
Aunty Em: Dorothy and Toto followed along the yellow brick road for several miles, admiring the bright yellow
fields of grain and blue farms of Munchkinland.
Uncle Henry: (looking over at the farms) I guess they are nice looking farms...but my Kansas corn stalks are as
high as an elephant's eye! And let me tell you about my prize rutabega...
Aunty Em: Henry! No more rutabega talk! Now back to our story...(they fade back and off stage right)
(Dorothy and Toto walk up the center stairs turn and face the audience down center)
Toto yawns and collapses
Dorothy: Whew, I agree, Toto, we have been walking a long time. I believe I shall sit and rest too.
Scarecrow: (loudly) What a lovely idea! I wish I could sit down and rest!
Dorothy: Who said that!?
Scarecrow: Who said what?
Dorothy: You did! You talked!
Scarecrow: I did?! Hey, what do you know? I can talk!
Dorothy: Couldn't you always?
Scarecrow: Well, I don't know. I haven't any brains, you see, so I truly do not know!
Dorothy: No brains?
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Scarecrow: Sadly, no. The Munchkin farmer that made me was in a hurry and forgot to stuff some in.
Dorothy: I am sorry! Can I at least help you off that pole so you can rest?
Scarecrow: Oh yes, please do. (she helps him down, he falls into a comical heap and then unfolds into a sitting
position next to Dorothy)
Scarecrow: Aaaaah. So this is “sitting”. Mmmm. I believe I do like “sitting”. Where are my manners? I am the
Scarecrow! (tips his hat and flourishes his hand)
Dorothy: I am Dorothy Gale of Kansas, and this is my dog Toto. We're going to the Emerald City to ask the
Wizard of Oz to send us home.
Scarecrow: He must be a powerful wizard. Do you think I could come along with you and ask the Wizard for
some brains? I don't mind my legs and arms and body being stuffed, because I cannot get hurt. If anyone
treads on my toes or sticks a pin into me, it doesn't matter, for I can't feel it. But I do not want people to call me
a fool, and if my head stays stuffed with straw instead of with brains, as yours is, how am I ever to know
anything?
Dorothy: I understand how you feel. Of course you may come along with me!
(Toto circles the Scarecrow sniffing and lightly growling)
Dorothy: Its all right,Toto. (to Scarecrow) Don't worry, he never bites.
Scarecrow: Oh, I'm not afraid. He can't hurt the straw. I'll tell you a secret, there is only one thing in the world I
am afraid of....it's a lighted match. (they all exit stage left)
Scene 6
(scene change, fence goes off, boxes change to center Tinman enters and freezes by boxes)
Dorothy: (pointing at the audience) What a huge forest up ahead! Those trees look so thick and close together!
I don't believe all of Kansas has that many trees!
Scarecrow: Golly! It sure makes you wonder what could be in there. (he leans in thought; unknowingly on the
Tinman's shoulder- Tinman makes a noise and the scarecrow jumps away)
Dorothy: What was that?! (looking around)
Scarecrow: I think it came from this heap of scrap!
(Tinman makes another noise)
Dorothy: That's not scrap! Why, its a man! A man made out of tin!
Scarecrow: I think he's all rusted!
Dorothy: The poor thing! Is there anything we can do? (Tinman squeaks)
Scarecrow: Hey, it looks like he was trying to reach for this oil can. (Tinman makes more energetic squeaks)
Dorothy: That must be it! Quick, let's oil his joints! (D and S oil the tinman who unfolds and stands all the way
up)
Tinman: Oh, Thank you! The rain started while I was chopping wood and I was reaching for my oilcan, but it
was too late. I've been stuck, hunched over like that for months. Oh my back! It feels so good to move! (he
wiggles all over)
Scarecrow: Glad to be of service! I am the Scarecrow, and this is Dorothy and her dog Toto.
Tinman: Pleased to meet you. I, well, I guess I am now the Tinman. Though I wasn't always.
Dorothy: What do you mean?
Tinman: Well, I used to be a regular man, not a tinman.
Dorothy & Scarecrow: Really? What happened?
Tinman: I was in love and engaged to a beautiful maiden, but alas, her mother did not care for me. She made a
deal with the Wicked Witch of the West. The Witch enchanted my ax so that it chopped off my arm. The local
blacksmith was able to make me a replacement arm of tin, but the enchantment continued until I lost my other
arm and both legs. The blacksmith replaced them each time, and my lovely maiden still loved me. The Wicked
Witch was angry that my maiden still loved me, so she enchanted an ax to cut me in half! The clever
blacksmith was able to replace my body and head with with tin and save my life...but now, I no longer have a
heart. So although my maiden still loves me, I have no love for her. If I only had a heart, we could be happy.
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Dorothy: You know, we are on our way to the Emerald City to see the Great and Powerful Wizard of Oz!
Scarecrow: I am asking him for a brain, and Dorothy needs his help to get home.
Dorothy: Surely he could give you a heart!
Tinman: Do you really think so? Oh, that would be wonderful. While I was in love I was the happiest man on
earth; but no one can love who has not a heart, and so I am resolved to ask Oz to give me one. If he does, I
will go back to my maiden and marry her.
Scarecrow: All the same, I shall ask for brains instead of a heart; for a fool would not know what to do with a
heart if he had one.
Tinman:I shall take the heart, for brains do not make one happy, and happiness is the best thing in the world.
Dorothy: Then off we go! To see the Wizard!
Scarecrow and Tinman: To see the Wizard! (Toto ruffs in agreement)
(they exit stage left to munchkin music as scenery is rearranged for the forest.

Scene 7
(Em and Henry enter and talk in front of the scene change)
Uncle Henry: With these new companions, the journey did not seem so difficult.
Aunty Em: And so they followed the yellow brick road on through the dark and spooky forest.
(Em and Hen exit SL, Dorothy and Co enter SR with arms linked and tiptoe along the front edge of the stage,
spooky soft music plays, the lion slowly starts stalking them through the scenery)
Dorothy: Oooh, it sure is hard to see in here.
Scarecrow: Is this the right way?
Tinman: I believe so, but I've never gone this far into the woods before.
Scarecrow: I guess the woods are just trees
Dorothy: And really the trees are just wood.
Tinman: So there's no need to be afraid..
(Toto whines and runs behind Dorothy)
Dorothy: Oh Toto, don't be scared, we will protect you.
(Lion jumps out with a roar, bats the scarecrow and sends him windmilling over, knocks down the Tinman. Toto
jumps forward barking furiously, the Lion backs up and then roars at Toto. Dorothy runs forward and jumps
between them- slapping the Lion on the nose)
Dorothy: Don't you dare to bite Toto! You ought to be ashamed of yourself, a big beast like you, to bite a poor
little dog!
Lion (rubbing his sore nose): I-I-I didn't bite him!
Dorothy: No, but you tried to! You are nothing but a big coward!
Lion (hanging his head): I know it. I've always known it. But how can I help it?
Dorothy: Well before I can help you I must ask, what exactly makes you a coward?
Lion: It's a mystery. All the other animals in the forest naturally expect me to be brave, for the Lion is
everywhere thought to be the King of Beasts. But I’m afraid of everything. Over the years I learned that if I
roared very loudly, every living thing was frightened and got out of my way. Whenever I've met a man I've been
awfully scared; but I just roared at him, and he has always run away as fast as he could go. When the
elephants and the tigers and the bears had ever tried to fight me, I have wanted to run away--I'm such a
coward; but just as soon as they hear me roar they all try to get away from me, and of course I let them go.
Scarecrow: (pushing his stuffing back in) But that isn't right. The King of Beasts shouldn't be a coward.
Lion:I know it (wiping a tear from his eye with the tip of his tail) It is my great sorrow, and makes my life very
unhappy. But whenever there is danger, my heart begins to beat fast.
Tinman: Perhaps you have heart disease.
Lion: It may be..
Tinman: If you have, you ought to be glad, for it proves you have a heart. For my part, I have no heart; so I
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cannot have heart disease."
Scarecrow: Have you brains?
Lion: I suppose so. I've never looked to see.
Scarecrow: I am going to the Great Oz to ask him to give me some,for my head is stuffed with straw.
Tinman: And I am going to ask him to give me a heart.
Dorothy: And I am going to ask him to send Toto and me back to Kansas.
Lion: Do you think Oz could give me courage?
Dorothy: Oh, he must be able to.
Lion: Then, if you don't mind, I'll go with you, for my life is simply unbearable without a bit of courage.
Dorothy: You will be very welcome, for you will help to keep away the other wild beasts. It seems to me they
must be more cowardly than you are if they allow you to scare them so easily.
Lion: They really are, but that doesn't make me any braver, and as long as I know myself to be a coward I shall
be unhappy.
Tinman: Then let us be off once more! To the Emerald City!
All: To the Emerald City!

The Road to Oz
Scarecrow: I’ve spent my whole life hanging way up high, just watching the crows circle in the sky.
And now on my first day upon the ground, why, look at all the great new friends I’ve found.
All: Don’t wanna count our eggs before they hatch, but you and some smarts would be a perfect match.
All this excitement, we can’t contain!
Scarecrow: Oh, it would be a pity to leave the Emerald City without a brain.
Tinman: For so long now I’ve thought my love was lost!
Sure, I’m alive but look at what it cost!
But I believe the Wiz can fix me up!
I don’t know how; I’m sure it will be tough.
All: We all have heard Oz is the best- and soon you’ll feel a beating in your metal chest
Of this great moment, we’ll all take part.
Tinman: Oh it would be a pity to leave the Emerald City without a heart.
Lion: Won’t be afrain no more! My courage will be restored!
Dorothy: And you’ll have much to show for we are on the road
All: to OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ! OZ!
Scarecrow: I’ll get me some knowledge.
Tinman: I’ll find me my passion!
Lion: I will gain my courage!
Dorothy: Be done with this fashion!
All: Life will be good when we reach the Wizard of Oz!
Scene 8
Dorothy: I will be glad to get out of these woods, they are so spooky and seem to go on forever!
Scarecrow: I think we are almost on the other side.
Tinman: It hasn't been so bad, the only wild beast we've seen is our new furry friend here.
Lion: We've been lucky. There are some really fierce creatures in this forest!
(Mouse Queen runs in from SL, mumbling)
Mouse Queen: Oh dear, Oh my, I must get away. If I go this way… no maybe this way… ( Runs into the group,
shrieks and faints)
Scarecrow: Is this one of the fierce creatures?
Dorothy: The poor little thing! (helps MQ up) Are you all right?
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Mouse Queen: Oh dear, oh my! Watch out! They're coming!
Lion: (looking around fearfully) Who? Who is coming?
Mouse Queen: Please, we must hide! We must hide or they'll eat me!
Lion: Ok! (he starts to hide behind a tree, but is stopped by the Scarecrow)
Dorothy: Who would want to eat you?
Mouse Queen: The Kahledas! Watch out! The Kahledas! (she shrieks and points SL where, to menacing
music, 2 Kahledas come snarling and prowling on stage)
Kahleda 1: Rowr! Where is that tasty mouse?
Kahleda 2: Rowr! That mouse, she's our lunch, we saw her first!
Dorothy: No, No! You shan't have her!
Scarecrow: Just back off....we have a lion! (pushes Lion forward)
Lion:(with knees quaking) Yeah, Yeah, I'm the King of the F-f-f-orrrest. So I say leave the mouse alone! Roar.
Kahleda 1: Seriously? This is all ya got?
Kahleda 2: That mouse can roar louder than you!
Kahleda 1: Move outta the way,Kitty, and let the real wild creatures through!
Kahleda 2: Meow meow meow meow. Go find yourself a nice can of tuna, and give me that mouse!
Dorothy: No! We won’t let you hurt her!
(They launch themselves at the group. Dorothy, Toto, and MQ get up on boxes the Tinman wields his ax, the
Lion jabs with his eyes covered by one paw, the Scarecrow stands in front of the boxes as a shield. The
Tinman wounds Kahleda 1. Kahleda 2 is accidently knocked down by the Lion. The Kahledas yelp and whine
and whimper off SL )
Mouse Queen: You saved me! You were all so brave! Thank you, thank you! (to the lion) and to you, King of
the Forest, I am in your debt. (she curtsies)
Lion: Oh well, you know, all in Royal day's work.
Mouse Queen: Here is a magic whistle. If ever you are in need of help, blow on it, and I will assist you in any
way I can! I must hurry back to my kingdom. Good luck on your journey! Good-bye! (she scurries off SR)
Dorothy: What a kind animal. I'm so glad we kept her from being eaten.
Tinman: I think I see the end of the forest! Look!
Scene 9
(They exit SL. Scenery change. Trees off, boxes back, Emerald City flats go up, Flowers enter and hit their
opening spots)
(Group enters SR)
Tinman: See! There it is! The Emerald City!
Lion: It so close! Just across this field.
Scarecrow: Come on everyone! This way!
Dorothy: What lovely flowers. They smell so sweet.
(Flower song to Brahm's Lullabye) (During the song Dorothy, Toto, and the Lion are affected by the flowers
and fall asleep, Tinman and Scarecrow go off SL during song and then re-enter SL at end of song.)
Poppies
Lull-a - bye and good night!
You can trust us sweet flowers. Just a nap, pup!
Put your feet up! Feel our perfume over pow'r!
In-hale deep, scent so sweet, while a - round you we creep!
Breathe in deep while counting sheep! Fall into eternal sleep! Shhhhhh...
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Scarecrow: Where'd they go?
Tinman: They were right with us.
Scarecrow: (calling out) Dooorrrrrottthhhy! Tooootttttooooo!
Tinman: Hey there's the lion.
(they run over and try and prop him up)
Lion: 5 more minutes, Mom, just 5 more minutes (he lets out a loud snore)
Tinman: Wake up you silly animal!
Scarecrow: Look there's Dorothy and Toto! (he runs over and tries to pick Dorothy up) Miss Dorothy! Wake up!
Miss Dorothy, Toto! Please, we are so close! (Dorothy shrugs him off and curls up to sleep) Over here,
Tinman, lets pick her up!
Peace: No no no no no! She needs a nap!
Repose: Why are you so mean? This poor girl needs to sleep.
Tinman: For how long? We have to get going!
Sleepy: Get going? Oh no no, she must stay and sleep!
Hush: A relaxing eternal sleep.
Scarecrow: A what kind of sleep?!!
Silence: A relaxing Eternal Sleep.
Doze: We are Poppies, don’t you know what that means?
Calm: To fall asleep with us, means you will never wake up.
Siesta: We only want you all to have some eternal peace and quiet!
Comfort: Don't you need to rest?
Dreamy: You look awfully tired.
Tranquility: Yes, you should lie down and let us take care of you.
Slumber: Oh yes, lie down and smell the sweet perfume all around. Isn’t it relaxing?
All Poppies: Yes Yes! Please lie down and take a rest! You must be sooo tired! Nap time for everyone!
Scarecrow: Hey, let go of me!
Tinman: We don't need sleep! Get away! Back, shoo! (flowers advance toward them)
All Poppies: Everyone needs sleep! Come on, just one little nap...
Scarecrow: What are we going to do? Help! Help!
Tinman: Quick! The whistle! Blow the whistle!
(Scarecrow blows the whistle)
(Mouse Queen enters with Mice)
Mouse Queen: How may I be of assistance?
Scarecrow: Help! This poppy field has put the Lion, Toto and Dorothy to sleep!
Mouse Queen: Huddle up everyone! (Mice gather around QM who is up on a box) Suggestions, quickly!
Milly Mouse: I know, your Majesty, we could eat the poppies! Then they couldn’t spread their noxious perfume.
Queen: They're poisonous! Try again.
Melly Mouse: We could build a giant mower and cut the flowers down. That would ruin the flowers and the
noise would wake up your friends.
Queen: No time to build!
Molly Mouse 3: Oh, I know, I know, pick me! Pick me!
Queen: Yes? Please speak!
Molly Mouse 3: I think if we all work together, we can carry the sleepy ones out of the field! Once they are free
from the Poppies perfume they will wake up.
Queen: Excellent! Alright everyone, let's get moving! Groups 1,2 and 3, lift and move! Team 4, keep those
noxious weeds off of us!
Heave Ho: The Mice
There is strength in numbers and a number of us have strength!
We don’t have fins or claws, just our own two paws
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It’s a mouse’s job to fill his rank!
We can spend long hours working under the hot, hot sun!
Though we are small and frail, you can bet your tail that a mouse will always get it done.
With a heave! And a Ho! We will let the whole world know!
With a heave! And a Ho! Pick ‘em up and then lets go!
So we’ll pull together and together we all will pull!
Saving friends from the flower with our rodent power
So think twice before us mice you duel! Squeak!
With a heave! Squeak! And a ho! Squeak!
We will let the whole world know! Squeak! Squeak!
With a heave! And a Ho! Pick em up and then lets go!
Heave Ho Heave Ho Squeak! (Repeat as needed)
(at end of song, everyone is off. Enter Em and Henry)

Scene 10
Uncle Henry: Whew, that was a close call for our fearless crew. Dudgum flowers. That's why I prefer to grow
rhuta...um, I mean I like to grow other plants...especially ones that begin with an R..
Aunty Em (shaking her head): You are obsessed! (shakes head again) So with the deadly poppy field behind
them, Dorothy and her friends finally arrived at the gates to the Emerald City.
Bridger Spencer Jake
(Scene change, boxes move, long box up on end down center for the guard, enter Emerald City Guard with the
glasses box and Dorothy and Co.)
Emerald Guard- Bridger: Greetings, Travelers! How may I assist you?
Dorothy: We would like to enter the city and see the great Wizard of Oz!
Emerald Guard- Jake: It has been many years since anyone asked me to see Oz! He is powerful and terrible,
and if you come on an idle or foolish errand to bother the wise reflections of the Great Wizard, he might be
angry and destroy you all in an instant.
Scarecrow: But it is not a foolish errand, nor an idle one, it is important. And we have been told that Oz is a
good Wizard.
Emerald Guard- Spencer: So he is, and he rules the Emerald City wisely and well. But to those who are not
honest, or who approach him from curiosity, he is most terrible, and few have ever dared ask to see his face.
We are the Guardians of the Gates, and since you demand to see the Great Oz we must take you to his
Palace. But first you must put on the spectacles.
Tinman: Why?
Emerald Guard- Bridger : Because if you did not wear spectacles the brightness and glory of the Emerald City
would blind you. Even those who live in the City must wear spectacles night and day.
Emerald Guard- Jake: They are all locked on, for Oz so ordered it when the City was first built, and I have the
only key that will unlock them.
(He puts glasses on everyone, including Toto)
Emerald Guard- Spencer: Now you may enter the city, and enjoy yourselves while we go petition the Great Oz
to see you.
(Emerald Guard exits with box, platform is moved and Emerald Lords and Ladies enter)
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Scene 11
Lion: (pawing at the air) Everything is so, so, green!
Scarecrow: I wonder if the people ever get tired of it. Excuse me, pardon me, sir...
Lord Shamrock : Yes?
Scarecrow: Do you ever get tired of being green? I mean, don't you ever wish you could be blue or red
instead?
Lord Hunter: Tired of being green?
Lady Fern: Tired of being green?
Lord Forest: Did that fellow really just ask if we get tired of being green?!
Lady Kelly: Whatever could he mean? I don't understand!
Lady Reseda: Is there really anything but green?
Lady Jade: What is this red or blue?
Lord Pine: I have heard tales of red and blue, purple too.
Lord Citron: But never have we seen such a thing.
Lady Celadon: It would be atrocious!
Lord Pine: It would be obscene!
Lord Brunswick: A great many year ago our wise Wizard decreed our city should be entirely thus.
Lady Olive: Ever since that day we relish in our favorite color.
Lady Laurel: It’s just so easy to be green!
Lady Olive: There are so many lovely shades of green to enjoy.
Lady Reseda: Hunter, Olive, Celadon, Fern
Lady Celadon: Forest, Pine, Brunswick & Jade
Lady Fern: There is even Laurel, Reseda, Kelly and Citron
Lady Kelly: But of all these shades, we love one most of all.
Lord Shamrock : Indubitably! It is the most splendid of all greens!
Lord Hunter: The epitome of perfection
Lord Citron: The exactitude of all truth
Lord Brunswick : The supremacy of power
Lady Laurel: The Quintessence of beauty
All: Its Emerald Green
Lady Jade : My dear, Scarecrow, how could we ever tire of being Emerald green?
Lord Forest: And besides, it wouldn't make much sense, would it, to be living in the Emerald City, and be blue
or yellow!
Emerald Green (Lords & Ladies)
There’s a color we know that gives off a certain glow! It’s a color that just makes us all feel keen!
It’s the Shamrock Shade! It’s the tint of the trees! Its our favorite color round, its Emerald Green.
It’s the color of grass and our entire social class!
It’s the color of our exquisite cuisine!
Whether brocc’li or peas we will have seconds please! Its our fav’rite color round its em’rald green.
Can you imagine red or blue? We'd rather die than wear that hue! We haven't touched it since we were
fourteen!
And truth be told we'd trade all gold to get our hands on more of em'rald green! If a man should propose well
we surely hope he knows we want a rock of certain quality! He can kneel and beg! He can cut off his leg! But
the answer's NO! Unless it's em'rald green!
Em'rald green is all we want and all we rea - lly need! All we are and all we breathe is on - ly Em'rald green!
Long live em' rald green! (Shout)
- Green! Green! Green!
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Dorothy: (clapping) Oh that was lovely! Just lovely! What a beautiful place to live!
Now do you understand the highly admirable traits of our favorite color?
Dorothy, Lion, Tinman, Scarecrow: Yes, of course!
(enter E.Guard)
Emerald Guard- Spencer: Well, I can scarcely believe it!
Emerald Guard- Bridger: The Great and Powerful Oz wishes to see you right away!
Emerald Guard- Jake: So come on! Make haste! Follow me!
(they all exit, scene change to Wizard's Throne Room, enter Dorothy and crew)
Scene 12
Oz: Who dares approach the Great and Powerful Oz?
Dorothy: (curtsies) If it does please you, sir, I am Dorothy, the Small and Meek. My friends and I need your
help.
Oz: Where did you get those ruby slippers?
Dorothy: I got them from the Wicked Witch of the East, when my house fell on her and killed her.
Oz: I see. What kind of “help” were you looking for?
Scarecrow: Well, your Wizardshipness, Dorothy needs your assistance in going home to Kansas, and the
Tinman here would like a new heart, and this noble Lion could use some Courage, and I was rather hoping that
you would be so kind as to give me brains instead of straw....
Oz: Why should I do this for you?
Tinman: B-B-B-Because you are strong and we are weak.
Dorothy: And you are a Great Wizard and I am just a little girl!
Oz: Well, I will give you my answer....In this country everyone must pay for everything he gets. If you wish me
to use my magic power to send you home again you must do something for me first. Help me and I will help
you.
Lion: Wh-Wh-Wh-What must we do?
Oz: Kill the Wicked Witch of the West!
Dorothy: But I cannot!
Oz: You killed the Witch of the East and you wear the ruby shoes, which bear a powerful charm. There is now
but one Wicked Witch left in all this land, and when you can tell me she is dead I will grant you your wishes-but not before. Remember that the Witch is Wicked--tremendously Wicked--and ought to be killed. Now go,
and do not ask to see me again until you have done your task.
(the group turns and moves down center while the scene behind them dismantles)

Scene 13
Dorothy: What shall we do now?
Lion: There is only one thing we can do, and that is to go to the land of the Winkies, seek out the Wicked
Witch, and destroy her.
Dorothy: I suppose we must try it; but I am sure I do not want to kill anybody, even to see Aunty Em again.
Lion: I will go with you; but I'm too much of a coward to kill the Witch,
Scarecrow: I will go too, but I shall not be of much help to you, I am such a fool.
Tinman: I haven't the heart to harm even a Witch, but if you go I certainly shall go with you.
(they exit SL, scene change to the Witch's castle, enter Witch and Winkies 1&2)
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Scene 14
Winkie Captain: Your Wickedness! We have spied the Sorceress Dorothy entering the Winkie Country!
Giallo: She crossed the border only a short while ago.
Witch: Does she still have the ruby slippers?
Bui: Yes, your Evilness! We saw them on her feet!
Witch: Why has she ventured out here to my western lands? Does this little sorceress think I will just let her
take over? Oh I want those slippers! I must have them!
Winkie Captain: Yes Your Wickedness! We will get them for you.
Amarillo: Wait, Captain- We have additional information to share with you.
Winkie Captain: Go ahead.
Zolty: Dorothy no longer travels alone, but has three fierce but odd companions protecting her.
Witch: Curses! That will make this much more difficult......
Melyn: Your Horribleness, If I may suggest, perhaps the Winged Monkeys could be of use?
Witch: Of course! Fetch me the Golden Cap I use to control them!
Gool: (get the cap): Here you are your barbarousness. The Golden Cap
Witch: Now be gone. I work my spells alone!
(Winkies exit)
Witch: (placing cap on her head and stands on left foot begins chant that becomes a song)
Ep-pe, pep-pe, kak-ke (switches to right foot) hi-lo, hol-lo, hel-lo (jumps with both feet) ziz-zy, zu-zy, zik!
(Monkeys enter, they sing with the witch and end kneeling before her)
The Witch’s Spell
Ep-pe, pep-pe, kak-ke! hi - lo, hol -lo, hel -lo! Ziz-zy, zuz-zy, zik!
Witch: Come my monkeys, time to play! You must do whatever I say!
I can make you jump or dance! All because you’re in my trance! Ha!
I’m the master of you slaves! Be content or it’s the grave! Should I simply set you free?
Not a chance! You work for me! Ha!
Bark like a dog! Woof!
Baaah like a sheep! Baaah
Clap your hands! Clap
Stomp your feet! Stomp
I could be kind and I could be good. I could say I'm just misunderstood. But where in that is any fun? You'd
never ever get to hurt some one!
Monkeys: Evil One, who should we attack? You command and we react. That golden cap gives her all her
skill! That's why we must obey her will. Of all the spells she casts the one that makes us sick is Ep pe, pep pe,
kak-ke! Monkeys: Oi!
Witch: Hi lo, hol lo,hello! Monkeys: Ai!
Witch: Zizzy! Monkeys: Oh! Witch: Zuzzy! Monkeys: No! Witch: Zik!
Monkey King: What is your command?
Witch: Fly over the land of the West and find the girl Dorothy and her companions. Capture them and bring
them here to me!
Monkey King: Your commands shall be obeyed!
(witch exits SL)
Scene 15
Skippy: Your Magesty, why must we still do that wicked creature’s bidding?
Chistery: Yes, sir, it has been many years since we were free to fly as we wish.
Nikko: Do you remember, before we trapped by that golden cap, what it was like to swing and glide from tree to
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tree?
Xigo: Oh, I can still taste the sweet truit and feel the warm sun on our wings!
Monkey King: I know, I know, my poor people! But until someone uses that Golden Cap to set us free, we are
stuck as the Wicked Witch’s lackeys. Come on, we better get going.
monkeys exit SR, Dorothy & co enter on front grass, monkeys enter and attack, there is lots of shouting and
cries for help, and they are all carried off stage and then escorted as captives into the witch's lair from SR.
witch enter SL with Winkies)
Scene 16
Witch: Guards! Take hold of the prisoners! (the Monkeys hand over the prisoners to the Winkies
Monkeys: Come with me! Over here! Come along! Stop Struggling!
(Monkeys exit)
Witch: We meet again, little Dorothy! Only this time there's no Gayelette to protect you! Now give me those
slippers! (Tinman struggles to free himself)
Tinman: YOU! You are the wicked witch who made me like this! You foul and nasty creature of darkness! You
shall not hurt Dorothy! (he tries to rush at the Witch, but the Winkie guards prevent him)
Witch: Oh, yes, the heartless man of tin...its been so long, tell me, does your pretty fiance' still weep for you?
Not that you care anymore without a heart! Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha! You did turn out as a fine specimen. I shall enjoy
having you as a slave! (she turns to the Lion) and you my fine beast, I believe you shall be perfect to pull my
carriage! Yes, that will be quite the site! The King of the Beasts serving me forever! (she moves on to the
Scarecrow) But you, I don't know that I have any use for a stuffed bag of straw...so I shall have you fed to the
cattle down in the fields. (She climbs onto the boxes) Now Dorothy, I believe I commanded you to give me
those slippers!
(Toto, growls and leaps at the Witch)
Witch: You nasty little pup! I'll teach you a lesson! (She pulls out her wand and Dorothy gets free and grabs the
bucket by the cauldron)
Dorothy: No, No! Don't hurt Toto! (she flings the bucket of water over the witch)
Witch: (screams in agony) What have you done! I'm melting! I'm melting! (she begins to go down) I never
thought a little girl like you would be able to melt me and end my wicked deeds! Aaaaaaa! (she goes down and
a smaller witch pops up, screams and goes down and a puppet pops up, screams one more “I'm melting,
Good-bye cruel world!” and goes down)
Winkie Captain: She's dead! You've destroyed her!
Bui: Long live Queen Dorothy!
Dorothy: Oh no, no, no. Please don't say that. I don't want to be a queen. I just want to go home.
Amarillo: Home. What a nice idea.
Melyn: Its been a long time since we could call this our home.
Zolty: Our poor land has been changed so badly by the witch.
Tinman: So do something about it! This could be a beautiful kingdom again, if you aren't afraid of a little work!
(Tinman sings and dances with the Winkies about restoring their land and the benefits of good honest hard
work.)
An Honest Day’s Work
Tinman: Pick your -selves up! Up off the floor! This place could be a proud king-dom once more!
Go get your tools! Don't fear the dirt! Ev ry one wins from an honest day's- - - work!
Winkies: Pick your -selves up! Up off the floor! This place could be a proud king-dom once more!
Go get your tools! Don't fear the dirt! Ev - ry-one wins from an honest day's
All: An honest day's work means we all do our best! If someone asks for help then answer them "Yes!" We all
work together so no one's left out. And when we are finished we'll all give a shout!
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Tinman: Pick your -selves up! Up off the floor! This place will be a proud kingdom once more! Never give up!
Work 'til the end! This place will be a proud kingdom again! Never give up! Work 'til the end! We'll be a proud
kingdom again! Winkies: Ahh Ahh Ahh
Gool: Oh Thank you, thank you for all you've done to free us!
Giallo: Is there anything we can do to help you?
Lion: How do we get back to the Emerald City?
Winkie Captain: You know, you could use the Golden Cap and ask the Monkeys to take you!
(they give Dorothy the cap, she reads the words inside)
Dorothy: (standing on left foot) Ep-pe, pep-pe, kak-ke (switches to right foot) hi-lo, hol-lo, hel-lo (jumps with
both feet) ziz-zy, zu-zy, zik!
(Monkeys enter)
Monkey King: What is your command?
Xigo: Wait King- who is this?
Skippy: She must be our new Evil One
Nikko: I hope she is better than the last one we had (shudders)
Dorothy: Oh no, I’m not Evil.
Chistery: You’re Not? Than what are you?
Dorothy: I’m just Dorothy Gale, and I’m trying to get home. Could you please take us to the Emerald City? I
have heard the Wizard may be able to help me.
Monkey King: As you wish! (they all follow the Monkey off. Scene change to Oz throne room)
Scene 17
Oz: I am the Oz, Great and Wonderful. Why do you seek me?
Dorothy: If it does please you, we have carried out our quest and have defeated the Wicked Witch of the West!
Oz: Already? How did you do it?
Dorothy: I melted her with a bucket of water. So now we would like to claim your promises to us!
Oz: Dear me. This is all so sudden. Come back tomorrow!
Dorothy: Tomorrow!
Scarecrow: We shan't wait a day longer!
Tinman: You made us a promise!
Lion: Rooaaarrrr!
(Toto starts barking at a side screen and runs over and tips it, revealing the Wizard behind it)
Dorothy: Who are you?
Oz: I am the great and wonderful Oz! Don't hurt me and I'll do whatever you want!
Dorothy: Are you not a Great Wizard?"
Oz: Not really.... You see I'm actually from Omaha.
Everyone: OMAHA!?
Oz: Yes, you see, I was at the Omaha fair, flying in one of the hot air balloons, when a sudden wind came up
and blew me off course! When I finally landed I discovered myself here in this lovely land. I found myself in the
midst of a strange people, who, seeing me come from the clouds, thought I was a great Wizard. Of course I let
them think so, because they were afraid of me, and promised to do anything I wished.
Dorothy: So what about your promises to us?!
Scarecrow: Yes! What about my brain?
Oz: Dear sir you are learning more and more everyday! But to help you along I shall give you this to stuff your
head with. (he holds up a sack labeled bran) Here is a measure of Bran-new brains. With added pins and
needles for sharpness.
Scarecrow: Thank you, thank you!
Oz: And for you my man of Tin, I have this heart. (he pulls out a silk soft heart)
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Tinman: Is it a kind heart?
Oz: Oh very much so.
Tinman: Thank you!
Oz: For you, Oh King of the Beasts, I have this! (he pulls out a potion labeled Courage)
Now just drink this liquid Courage, and then you shall be full of more Courage than you ever thought possible!
You know, of course, that courage is always inside one; so that this really cannot be called courage until you
have swallowed it (the Lion drinks)
Lion: Jeepers! I feel so full of courage!
Oz: And now that brings us to you, Dorothy. I believe I have a solution to getting you home across the dreadful
desert. Meet me here tomorrow morning, and just you see the surprise!
(they all exit.)
Scene 18
Scene change to Emerald City with Hot Air Balloon Enter E. Lords and Ladies and Dorothy and Co and
Wizard)
Oz: My dear citizens of Emerald City! I am going now to make a visit to a far off land. The wise Scarecrow shall
rule over you until I return. (Oz gets into the basket) Come along Dorothy.
Dorothy: I can't find Toto! Oh I can't find Toto! Toto! Toto! (she finds him and starts running back to the balloon,
but the Wizard is already floating away) Wait! Oh please wait for me!
Oz: I can't I don't know how! Good-bye Good-bye! (he floats offtstage as everyone waves and call good-bye)
Dorothy: I-I-I just want to go home!
(Dorothy sings There's no Place Like Home)
There’s No Place Like Home
There's no place like home in the world I know.
Oz is great and all; we could have a ball. I could stay or
I could go. What is it I miss? Cows and chores and chicks? Waking up at dawn; I don't miss that yawn!
I could stay or I could go! I never thought I'd long to see those Kansas skies! To skies!
To think of my family, brings tears too my eyes!
Fields of corn and those fresh tomatoes
Uncle Henry’s prize rutabagas.I wish I could go back.
Home to where Aunty Em holds me closely, Home to Kansas which I love mostly.
I wish I could go back.
Now I can understand that there's no place like home! And I'll always think of you when ever I'm alone.
- - - Time to leave all the friends I've made behind. Scarecrow, Tinman, and my Lion!
I could stay but I must go home!

Lion: I am sorry you can't go home, Dorothy, but we do love having you here with us!
Dorothy: And I love all of you so very much, but I do wish I could find my way home.
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Scene 19
(Glinda and her attendants enter amid bubbles and music)
Glinda Entrance
Glinda & Attendants: Ahhh Ahh Ahh From the southern world, from the pur ple land:
A thousand blessings on your head! We have come because her good sis from the north told us of the journey
that you've made!
Glinda: I'm Glinda the Good Witch from the Southern land! I'm here to help, lend you my aid!
Attendants (at same time) From the southern world, from the purple land:
A thousand blessings on your head! We have come because her good sis from the north told us of the journey
that you've made! Glinda!

Dorothy: Who are you?
Glinda: I am Glinda, the Good Witch of the South. My dear sister Gayelette of the North contacted me and told
me of your troubles.
Cherise: And we are her attendants.
Cherry: Good Witches in Training really
Scarlet: You have proven yourself to be so kind to all those you've met.
Ruby: And have shown great courage and intellect in times of adversity!
Glinda: I wish to reward you for all the good you have done here in Oz, Dorothy. I am sure I can tell you of a
way for you to return to Kansas, but if I do, would you give me the Golden Cap that I may set the poor winged
monkeys free?
Dorothy: Willingly! (she hands over the Golden Cap)
Scarlet: Oh thank you dear, Now the winged monkeys can return to their land.
Rose: You do have the best of hearts, sweet child.
Cherise: We are glad that you came to our land. You have done much good!
Ruby: Freed the Munchkins, Helped the Tinman get his heart, and the Scarecrow get his brains.
Rose: And don’t forget the Lion is courageous now. Even the Winkies and Monkeys have been freed from the
power of the Wicked Witch.
Glinda: Now I must tell you the Ruby Slippers you have on have wonderful powers. They have protected you
throughout your journeys here and given you strength beyond your own. But one of the most curious things
about them is that they can carry you to any place in the world in three steps, and each step will be made in
the wink of an eye.
Cherry: All you have to do is to knock the heels together three times and command the shoes to carry you
wherever you wish to go.
Dorothy: Really and Truly?
Glinda: (smiling) Really and Truly.
Dorothy: Then I must now say good-bye to my friends. (she hugs each of them) Thank you, thank you for
guiding me and keeping me safe!
Scarecrow: Without you, I would still be in a field!
Tinman: And I would still be rusted.
Lion: And I would be hiding from every little creature in the forest!
Dorothy: Oh I shall miss you all so very much. But I am ready to go now.
Glinda: Goodbye Dear!
Dorothy: (she puts her hand on Toto, closes her eyes and clicks her heels) Take me home to Aunty Em!
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(Gaylette and her attendants enter and with Glinda and her Attendants they whirl Dorothy and Toto round and
round and sing)
The Ruby Slippers
Just three steps and you'll be back home! Home in Kansas where you belong! You will always be adored for
the goodness you've restored! Just three clicks and then you'll return thanks to the magic ruby slippers! They
will take you where-e'er you need! Goodbye, Dor'thy and God -speed! Ahhhhh Ahhh

Scene 20
(scene change to the Farm, the ruby slippers come off, Glinda and co exit and Dorothy and Toto are left down
center)
Dorothy: Aunty Em! Uncle Henry! (they come running on stage)
Aunty Em: Goodness child, where have you been?
Dorothy: Toto and I have been in the land of Oz! And it was an amazing place, but, oh, I am so glad to be
HOME! (they all hug)

Bows and Encore Song : Reprise of Going on An Adventure.

